References from LPP Lecture on Research for Reviews of Current Exhibitions (23 October 2015).

This list is arranged by type of publication.

Note – The titles of works are shown in red and titles of part of works are shown in pink. This is for illustrative purposes only. Please use black for the titles listed in your bibliography.

Books

Book with one author


Information on the Waterford Municipal Art Collection (exhibition at the RHA Gallery).

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Book with one author


Biography of Hugh Lane. Background reading for Hugh Lane exhibitions at Dublin City Gallery The Hugh Lane and the National Gallery of Ireland.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Book with one author


History of the Irish fashion industry. Information on Ib Jorgensen exhibition at the National Museum of Ireland, Collins Barracks.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Book with one author

Information on the Francis Bacon Studio at Dublin City Gallery The Hugh Lane.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

**Book with one editor**


Background reading for Hugh Lane exhibitions at Dublin City Gallery The Hugh Lane

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

**Book with one editor (one volume of a five volume set)**


Information on John Butler Yeats, pp. 517-519. Good starting point for research on the Yeats exhibition at the National Gallery of Ireland.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

**Book with two editors (one volume of a five volume set)**


~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

**Book with three editors (single volume)**


Background reading for the exhibition *Secrets: Nothing to See Here* at the Science Gallery Dublin.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

**Exhibition Catalogues**
Exhibition catalogue – with author


Information on the exhibition at the Chester Beatty Library.

Exhibition catalogue – with editor


Background reading for the Hugh Lane exhibitions at Dublin City Gallery The Hugh Lane

Exhibition catalogue – with editor


Information on the exhibition *Uniform* at the National Gallery of Ireland.

Exhibition catalogue – with two editors


Catalogue of the exhibition *What We Call Love* at IMMA.

Exhibition catalogue – with no author or editor


Essay by author John Hutchinson in exhibition catalogue above


Exhibition catalogue – with no author or editor


Essay by author Peter Gallo in exhibition catalogue above


Exhibition catalogue – with no author or editor


Background reading for the Francis Bacon Studio at Dublin City Gallery The Hugh Lane.

Journal Article in Printed Journal

Journal article with one author


Information on Michael Quane. Background reading for the exhibition at the RHA Gallery.
Journal article with one author


Information on Ib Jorgensen. Background reading for the exhibition at the National Museum of Ireland, Collins Barracks.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Journal article with no author - use the journal title as the author


Information on the Jackie Nickerson. Background reading for the exhibition at the National Gallery of Ireland.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Journal article with no author - use the journal title as the author


Preview or the Ib Jorgensen exhibition at the National Museum of Ireland, Collins Barracks.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Online Journal Article in Database

Journal article with one author


~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Printed Newspaper Article

Newspaper article with author

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

**Online Newspaper Article**


~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

**Webpages**

Webpage on website with institution as author


Information on the exhibition *Secrets: Nothing to See Here* at the Science Gallery Dublin.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Webpage on website with institution as author


Background reading for the Francis Bacon Studio at Dublin City Gallery The Hugh Lane

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Webpage on website with institution as author

National Museum of Ireland (2015) *Ib Jorgensen: Online Gallery*. Available at:
Webpage on website with institution as author


Webpage on website with author


Websites

Website with institution as author

National Gallery of Ireland (2015) *Discover the National Gallery of Ireland and its Collections.*

Check for a full listing of current exhibitions at the NGI.
Note the difference between the references for webpages and websites.

Website with person as author


Note the difference between the references for webpages and websites.
Theses


Documentary on DVD


Background viewing for the exhibition *Secrets: Nothing to See Here* at the Science Gallery Dublin

Interview


Blog


Background reading for the Tale of Oeyama exhibition at the Chester Beatty Library.

Blog


Background reading for the Tale of Oeyama exhibition at the Chester Beatty Library.